ONE EYE LAUGHING, THE OTHER WEEPING: THE DIARY
OF JULIE WEISS (DEAR AMERICA)

What is your first impression about one eye laughing, the other weeping: the diary of
julie weiss (dear america) by barry denenberg this special dear ameirca edition is
actually two stories in a single volume. in part one of a two-part story, julie weiss's
world is suddenly torn apart by a war that will forever change the face of humanity. her
life as a privileged jewish girl quickly becomes one of humiliation and terror. in part
two, julie has left nazi austria for new york, where she begins a new lif this special dear
ameirca edition is actually two stories in a single volume. in part one of a two-part story,
julie weiss's world is suddenly torn apart by a war that will forever change the face of
humanity. her life as a privileged jewish girl quickly becomes one of humiliation and
terror. in part two, julie has left nazi austria for new york, where she begins a new life
with her extended family who she has never met. ...more
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AMERICA'S GREAT HIKING TRAILS: APPALACHIAN, PACIFIC
CREST, CONTINENTAL DIVIDE, NORTH COUNTRY, ICE AGE,
POTOMAC HERITAGE, FLORIDA, NATCHEZ TRACE, ARIZONA,
PACIFIC NORTHWEST, NEW ENGLAND
indiefab book of the year awards -- 2014 finalist a hiker’s dream bucket list is
embodied in this lavishly illustrated celebration of more than 50,000 miles of
america’s most iconic trails. celebrating the forty most important trails in america,
this volume takes the reader through forty-nine states and eight national parks.
literally tens of millions of tourists and hikers indiefab book of the year awards -2014 finalist a hiker’s dream bucket list is embodied in this lavishly illustrated
celebration of more than 50,000 miles of america’s most iconic trails. celebrating
the forty most important trails in america, this volume takes the reader through
Readable/Downloadable
forty-nine states and eight national parks. literally tens of millions of tourists and
hikers visit these trails each year, some of which wind through the country’s most
scenic natural wonders and virtually every major ecosystem in america. each
featured trail has its own section, complete with a map and photo gallery, and the
reader explores what makes it one of the most magnificent hiking experiences
anywhere in the world. trail histories accompany detailed hiker-friendly
descriptions that highlight the most scenic spots, with suggestions for shorter
weekend and day hikes. the stunning photographs take the reader on a visual
adventure conducted by bart smith, the first person to hike all eleven national
scenic trails from end to end. america’s great hiking trails is perfect for anyone
interested in outdoor recreation and conservation. ...more

DECIPHERING END-TIME PROPHETIC CODES: CYCLICAL AND
HISTORICAL BIBLICAL PATTERNS REVEAL AMERICA'S PAST,
PRESENT AND FUTURE EVENTS, INCLUDING WARNINGS AND
PATTERNS TO LEADERS
acclaimed as perry stone's most significant prophetic book! those who follow the
prophetic teachings of perry stone acknowledge he has received advance insight
and warnings of events that occurred years later. at times illumination for the
future is encoded in past events, and these events flow in cyclical patterns. in this
dynamic exposé perry has tapped into many patterns, in acclaimed as perry stone's
most significant prophetic book! those who follow the prophetic teachings of
Readable/Downloadable
perry stone acknowledge he has received advance insight and warnings of events
that occurred years later. at times illumination for the future is encoded in past
events, and these events flow in cyclical patterns. in this dynamic exposé perry
has tapped into many patterns, including possible repetitive cycles affecting
america and its leaders. in this book perry reveals these cycles, patterns, and
historical rhythms, then explains how they are being repeated. he shares visions
and dreams revealing warnings and how believers must be prepared. this is
perry’s most important prophetic book in the history of his ministry! discover
amazing patterns of recent presidents! ...more

DIES THE FIRE: HOW A CRIPPLED SHIP AND TWO AMERICAN
MERCHANT MARINES TURNED THE TIDE OF WORLD WAR II:
MADAMS, MINISTERS, PLAYBOYS, AND THE BATTLE FOR
AMERICA'S SOUL (EMBERVERSE #1)

Readable/Downloadable

THE ULTIMATE BROWNIE BOOK: THOUSANDS OF WAYS TO MAKE AMERICA'S FAVORITE TREAT,
INCLUDING BLONDIES, FROSTINGS, AND DOCTORED BROWNIE MIXES
thousands of brownie recipes gooey, fudgy, or cakey, flavored with chocolate chips, coconut, or nuts, frosted or enjoyed as
is, who doesn't love brownies? in this ultimate guide to america's favorite treat, discover old-time classics such as
chocolate syrup brownies and butterscotch brownies, and new tastes such as cranberry brownies and malt brownies. for
those who prefer thousands of brownie recipes gooey, fudgy, or cakey, flavored with chocolate chips, coconut, or nuts,
Readable/Downloadable
frosted or enjoyed as is, who doesn't love brownies? in this ultimate guide to america's favorite treat, discover old-time
classics such as chocolate syrup brownies and butterscotch brownies, and new tastes such as cranberry brownies and malt
brownies. for those who prefer blondies, try peanut butter blondies and jam swirl blondies. short on time? turn to bruce's
doctored up brownie mix recipes that include innovative ideas for baked alaska, black forest cake, and even s'mores.
...more
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ADVERTISING SECRETS OF THE WRITTEN WORD: THE ULTIMATE
RESOURCE ON HOW TO WRITE POWERFUL ADVERTISING COPY
FROM ONE OF AMERICA'S TOP COPYWRITERS AND MAIL ORDER
ENTREPRENEURS
learn advertising, copywriting, marketing and creativity from the man who made
millions of dollars from the power of his pen. many marketing experts teach you
to put benefits in your headlines, use plenty of pictures and make your copy brief
and to the point. joseph sugarman defied the experts by developing his own style
of advertising that not only produced spectacular res learn advertising,
copywriting, marketing and creativity from the man who made millions of dollars
from the power of his pen. many marketing experts teach you to put benefits in
your headlines, use plenty of pictures and make your copy brief and to the point.
joseph sugarman defied the experts by developing his own style of advertising
that not only produced spectacular results but started a new wave in direct
response marketing. sugarman's style and his js&a ads are legendary. he created
advertising that grabbed the reader's attention and didn't let go. in print ads that
were motivational, entertaining and often educational, his copy enriched the lives Readable/Downloadable
of those who read his words. a lucky few have been literally enriched by learning
at sugarman's $3,000 seminars. and that's the point of this book. advertising
secrets of the written word takes you through his entire seminar process - from the
techniques he uses to write copy to the psychological triggers that cause people to
buy, plus plenty of ad examples that illustrate his points. this book is full of
compelling insights into the buying process, the use of salesmanship in
advertising and the techniques that sugarman uses to grab attention and keep it
while convincing prospects to exchange their hard-earned money to buy a product
or service. he also relates numerous case histories - stories of his successes (and
failures) and those of others. and sugarman has been highly recognized by his
peers. he was selected direct marketing man of the year, won the distinguished
maxwell sackheim award for his career contributions to direct marketing and
became a role model for many in sales and marketing. if you are a copywriter, a
marketing person, somebody who enjoys a few fabulous success stories or if you
just plain like sugarman's writing style, this book will grab you and keep you
fascinated - just like one of his uniquely innovative ads. ...more

HERE IN AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN: ALL-NEW RECIPES, QUICK
TIPS, EQUIPMENT RATINGS, FOOD TASTINGS, BRAND SCIENCE
EXPERIMENTS FROM THE HIT PUBLIC TELEVISION SHOW
the tools, techniques and ingredients needed in today's kitchens can be foundin
this comprehensive book, along with approximately 50 recipes. included
arecareful instructions for making each dish that even an inexperienced cook
canmanage.
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THE KING ARTHUR FLOUR 200TH ANNIVERSARY COOKBOOK: ALL THE JOY AND
VARIETY OF BAKING-THE EXPERIENCE AND TRADITION OF AMERICA'S MOST
HISTORIC FLOUR COMPANY
the king arthur flour company celebrated its 200th anniversary—and its rich legacy of baking mastery—by
publishing its very first cookbook, a complete guide to the baking arts as only king arthur can do it. a
classic, this collection of delicious and nutritious breads, pastries, and desserts is yours again in the original
handy binder format. now it’s easier than ever to ar the king arthur flour company celebrated its 200th
anniversary—and its rich legacy of baking mastery—by publishing its very first cookbook, a complete
guide to the baking arts as only king arthur can do it. a classic, this collection of delicious and nutritious
breads, pastries, and desserts is yours again in the original handy binder format. now it’s easier than ever to
arrange recipes to suit your needs and to set out individual recipes while you create. this book will be your
most trusted reference to all the traditional favorites as well as an inexhaustible treasure trove of baking
Readable/Downloadable
inspiration and ideas. contents include: &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• introduction &amp; history
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• pancakes &amp; popovers &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;•
quick breads &amp; muffins &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• yeasted breads &amp; rolls
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• cakes &amp; crumbles &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;•
cookies &amp; bars &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• pies &amp; pastries
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• pasta &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• whole wheat
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• sourdough &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• fun for the young
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;• appendices &amp; index "[a] marvelous, straightforward baking
manual. packed with recipes. destined to be a classic."—usa today "jam-packed with recipes and
information, this book will become a much-used baking reference in any kitchen. grade: a+."—the
cookbook review. ...more
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GREEN RIVER, RUNNING RED: THE REAL STORY OF THE GREEN
RIVER KILLER--AMERICA'S DEADLIEST SERIAL MURDERER
in her most personal and provocative book to date, the #1 bestselling master of
true crime presents "her long-awaited definitive narrative of the brutal and
senseless crimes that haunted the seattle area for decades" (publishers weekly).
this is the extraordinary true story of the most prolific serial killer the nation had
ever seen -- a case involving more than forty-nine in her most personal and
provocative book to date, the #1 bestselling master of true crime presents "her
long-awaited definitive narrative of the brutal and senseless crimes that haunted
the seattle area for decades" (publishers weekly). this is the extraordinary true
story of the most prolific serial killer the nation had ever seen -- a case involving
more than forty-nine female victims, two decades of intense investigative
work...and one unrelenting killer who not only attended ann rule's book signings
but lived less than a mile away from her home. .more
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WHAT TO DRINK WITH WHAT YOU EAT: THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE
TO PAIRING FOOD WITH WINE, BEER, SPIRITS, COFFEE, TEA EVEN WATER - BASED ON EXPERT ADVICE FROM AMERICA'S
BEST SOMMELIERS
<!--startfragment--> winner of the 2007 iacp cookbook of the year award winner
of the 2007 iacp cookbook award for best book on wine, beer or spirits winner of
the 2006 georges duboeuf wine book of the year award winner of the 2006
gourmand world cookbook award - u.s. for best book on matching food and wine
<!--endfragment--> prepared by a james beard award <!--startfragment--> winner Readable/Downloadable
of the 2007 iacp cookbook of the year award winner of the 2007 iacp cookbook
award for best book on wine, beer or spirits winner of the 2006 georges duboeuf
wine book of the year award winner of the 2006 gourmand world cookbook award
- u.s. for best book on matching food and wine <!--endfragment--> prepared by a
james beard award-winning author team, "what to drink with what you eat"
provides the most comprehensive guide to matching food and drink ever
compiled--complete with practical advice from the best wine stewards and chefs
in america. 70 full-color photos. ...more

KILLING ME SOFTLY FROM INSIDE: THE MYSTERIES &AMP;
DANGERS OF ACID REFLUX AND ITS CONNECTION TO AMERICA'S
FASTEST GROWING CANCER WITH A DIET THAT MAY SAVE YOUR
LIFE
most of us think of acid reflux disease as something annoying, a nuisance. when
someone hears the words "acid reflux" they generally think of it as the symptoms
of stomach bloating, stomach gas and heartburn, usually caused by eating spicy
food late at night. often, we treat our heartburn by going to the local drugstore and
buying over the counter medications such as tums, most of us think of acid reflux
disease as something annoying, a nuisance. when someone hears the words "acid
reflux" they generally think of it as the symptoms of stomach bloating, stomach
gas and heartburn, usually caused by eating spicy food late at night. often, we
treat our heartburn by going to the local drugstore and buying over the counter
medications such as tums, alka-seltzer, maalox, and pepto-bismol. "plop plop,
fizz, fizz the heartburn goes away so now i can continue on with my day." alas,
how we all wish it was that simple. the fact is that tens of millions of people have Readable/Downloadable
acid reflux without heartburn. how could that be? dr. jonathan e. aviv, md, facs, a
world-renowned physician, surgeon, educator, and inventor, and one of the
leading authorities on the diagnosis and treatment of acid reflux disease, cough,
and voice and swallowing disorders, draws upon his decades of medical
experience, both in and out of the operating room, to bring you the real story of
acid reflux disease and its devastating impact on the general public. he explicitly
and meticulously connects the extremely acidic, highly processed "food"
westerners eat, to acid reflux disease, and ultimately to esophageal cancer. this
connection is a startling breakthrough and dr. aviv provides a solution with his
acid watcher(r) diet, a unique dietary program that combines low acid foods along
with the three macro-nutrients with a high fiber component, to make delicious,
healthy meals, designed using easy to follow recipes and meal plans, to keep your
body acid free while maintaining excellent health for years to come. killing me
softly from inside is not just another medical self-help book, it may very well be a
prescription that can one day save your life. ...more
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THE COMPLETE AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN TV SHOW
COOKBOOK 2001-2015: EVERY RECIPE FROM THE HIT TV SHOW
WITH PRODUCT RATINGS AND A LOOK BEHIND THE SCENES
this newly revised edition of the complete america's test kitchen tv show
cookbook includes all 15 seasons (including 2015) of the hit tv show in a lively
collection featuring more than 950 foolproof recipes and dozens of tips and
techniques.
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A TREASURY OF TOP SECRET RECIPES: THE COMPLETE GUIDE
TO RE-CREATING AMERICA'S BESTSELLING BRAND-NAME FOODS Readable/Downloadable
AND RESTAURANT RECIPES IN YOUR OWN HOME

TOP SECRET RECIPES: (CREATING KITCHEN CLONES OF
AMERICA'S FAVORITE BRAND NAME FOODS): SUPER SECRET
RESTAURANT COLLECTION
todd wilbur has baked, boiled, digested, fried, and tested--all in the name of
duplicating some of america's favorite convenience foods. he now shares 41 of
these naughty but nice gastronomical delights in top secret recipes. if you've ever
craved a mcdonald's big mac at 3:00 a.m. on a sunday morning, then wilbur has
just the recipe for satisfying your junk-food desires. e todd wilbur has baked,
boiled, digested, fried, and tested--all in the name of duplicating some of
america's favorite convenience foods. he now shares 41 of these naughty but nice
gastronomical delights in top secret recipes. if you've ever craved a mcdonald's
big mac at 3:00 a.m. on a sunday morning, then wilbur has just the recipe for
Readable/Downloadable
satisfying your junk-food desires. even better, no cordon-bleu expertise is needed
for this particular clone--just simple frying and chopping skills! simplicity is the
key to all of wilbur's replicated recipes--all are composed of rudimentary
ingredients available at any store, needing only minimal preparation. these recipes
are fun and fast--two dozen snickers bars in less than 10 minutes (plus cooling
time), a delicious orange julius in less than 60 seconds (that's considerably quicker
than waiting in line for the real thing)! these culinary creations are organized in
alphabetical order by manufacturer or restaurant, and illustrated with simple
pencil drawings. top secret recipes is a chatty and informative guide to recreating
the burgers, candy bars, and cookies of your strip-mall dreams. --naomi gesinger
...more

TOP SECRET RECIPES--SODAS, SMOOTHIES, SPIRITS, &AMP; SHAKES:
CREATING COOL KITCHEN CLONES OF AMERICA'S FAVORITE BRANDNAME DRINKS
todd wilbur shares his best-kept secrets for making knockoffs of your favorite drinks-right
in your own kitchen and without spending a lot of money. readers can re-create the
delicious taste of america's best-loved brand-name soft drinks, beverages, dessert drinks,
mixers, and liqueurs by following todd's easy, step-by-step instructions. if it comes in a
glass, cup, bottle todd wilbur shares his best-kept secrets for making knockoffs of your
favorite drinks-right in your own kitchen and without spending a lot of money. readers can
re-create the delicious taste of america's best-loved brand-name soft drinks, beverages,
dessert drinks, mixers, and liqueurs by following todd's easy, step-by-step instructions. if it
comes in a glass, cup, bottle, or mug, it's here for you to clone at home. discover how to
make your own versions of: * 7-up&reg * starbuck's® frappuccino&reg * nestea&reg *
sunny delight&reg * dairy queen® blizzard&reg * mcdonald's® shamrock shake&reg * 7eleven® cherry slurpee&reg * grand marnier® & amaretto plus: dozens of specialty drinks
from t.g.i. friday's&reg, chili's&reg, hard rock cafe&reg, outback steakhouse&reg,
applebee's&reg, house of blues&reg, olive garden&reg, red lobster&reg, claim
jumper&reg, and many more of your favorite restaurant chains. " the mission: decode the
secret recipes for america's favorite junk foods. equipment: standard kitchen appliances.
goal: leak the results to a ravenous public." ...more
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THE DASH DIET FOR WEIGHT LOSS: LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT
OFF--THE HEALTHY WAY--WITH AMERICA'S MOST RESPECTED
DIET
noted physician thomas j. moore, m.d., presents the ultimate guide to the
revolutionary dash diet. based on nearly twenty years of scientific research by
doctors at johns hopkins, harvard, duke, and more, the dash diet has been proven
to lead to sustainable weight loss—and to prevent and reduce high blood pressure;
lower “bad” cholesterol; and reduce the risk of stroke, kid noted physician thomas
j. moore, m.d., presents the ultimate guide to the revolutionary dash diet. based on
nearly twenty years of scientific research by doctors at johns hopkins, harvard,
duke, and more, the dash diet has been proven to lead to sustainable weight
loss—and to prevent and reduce high blood pressure; lower “bad” cholesterol; and
reduce the risk of stroke, kidney disease, heart attack, and even colon cancer.
originally designed as a diet for reducing high blood pressure, the dash diet
(dietary approaches to stop hypertension) will help you lose and keep weight off
with the perfect meal plan to meet your dietary and caloric needs. rated the #1 diet
by u.s. news & world report in 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014, the dash diet includes
no gimmicky foods—instead, those on the diet eat low-salt meals including whole
grains; eggs, fish, and chicken; nuts, fruits, and vegetables; lower-fat dairy
products; and even desserts. the book’s practical 28-day menu planner provides an
easy-to-use roadmap on how to get started, with tasty recipes for a variety of
dishes. (try the cobb salad, shrimp scampi, or apples in caramel sauce.) the book
Readable/Downloadable
also features stories from people who have lost weight on the dash diet—and kept
it off for years. tired of ineffective fad diets? the dash diet for weight loss can
show you how to shed pounds and feel healthier by following a tried-and-true
research-based approach. features included extensive, easy-to-follow meal plans
(for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike) as well as practical tools and advice that
will help you: * calculate and meet calorie targets and learn what counts as a
serving * add exercise to ramp up your fitness * keep a food log and plan a menu
* adapt your favorite recipes for a healthier lifestyle * maintain your weight loss
over time endorsed by the national heart, lung, and blood institute and the
american heart association (aha), this natural and affordable program is designed
for long-lasting results. start today to begin your lifetime of health. * start the dash
diet the easy way with one of our simple, substantial meal plans: 1,600 calories
target: 6 grain, 4 fruit, 4 vegetable, 2 dairy, 1½ meat, ¼ nuts/seeds/legumes, 1
added fat, ½ sweets breakfast (340 calories) 1 low-fat blueberry muffin (see
recipe), 2 grain (200 calories) ½ cup raspberries, 1 fruit (30 calories) 1 cup low-fat
milk, 1 dairy (110 calories) morning snack (160 calories) 1 cup sliced mango, 2
fruit (110 calories) ¾ ounce (1 small slice) low-fat cheddar cheese, ½ dairy (50
calories) lunch (325 calories) 1 cobb salad (see recipe), 4 vegetable, ½ dairy, ½
meat, 1 added fat (225 calories) 1 small chocolate chip granola bar, 1 grain (100
calories) afternoon snack (160 calories) “ants on a log”: 4 celery sticks (5 inches
each), 1 vegetable (5 calories) 1 tablespoon peanut butter, ½ nuts/seeds/legumes
(100 calories) 2 tablespoons raisins, ½ fruit (55 calories) ...more

DETROIT ROCK CITY: THE UNCENSORED HISTORY OF ROCK 'N'
ROLL IN AMERICA'S LOUDEST CITY
from the stooges and mc to grand funk railroad and ted nugent, to the white
stripes, eminem, and kid rock, and whole casts of other great bands and
performers, detroit has always produced louder, more rumbling, more subversive
rock music than any city in the world. in detroit rock city, readers get to hear the
stories straight from the participants themselves—the singers, t from the stooges
and mc to grand funk railroad and ted nugent, to the white stripes, eminem, and
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kid rock, and whole casts of other great bands and performers, detroit has always
produced louder, more rumbling, more subversive rock music than any city in the
world. in detroit rock city, readers get to hear the stories straight from the
participants themselves—the singers, the guitar slingers, the fans, the reporters,
the promoters, even the guys who handmade amps to be louder and crunchier than
the competition’s. this is the story, by the people who saw with their own eyes,
made with their own hands, and heard with their own ears. ...more
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WEIRD U S : YOUR TRAVEL GUIDE TO AMERICA'S LOCAL
LEGENDS AND BEST KEPT SECRETS (WEIRD TRAVEL GUIDES)
what’s weird around here? that’s a question mark moran and mark sceurman have
enjoyed asking for years—and their offbeat sense of curiosity led them to create
the best-selling phenomenon, weird n.j. but why should they stop at new jersey
when there’s so much that’s strange, odd, and utterly nutty all across the u.s.? so
they’ve expanded their universe, taken their act on t what’s weird around here?
that’s a question mark moran and mark sceurman have enjoyed asking for
years—and their offbeat sense of curiosity led them to create the best-selling
phenomenon, weird n.j. but why should they stop at new jersey when there’s so
Readable/Downloadable
much that’s strange, odd, and utterly nutty all across the u.s.? so they’ve expanded
their universe, taken their act on the road, and found stories of weirdness in every
state in the nation. the result is a travel guide of sorts, but to the kind of places
voyagers will never find on their everyday maps. instead, it’s chock full of the
local legends, crazy characters, cursed roads, abandoned sites, and bizarre
roadside attractions. so come along and visit such unique spots as midgetville,
explore long-empty insane asylums, and go through forgotten tunnels—but keep
in mind that the maniacal bunnyman just might be hiding out in one of them.
some of what’s out there is disturbing, some of it's hilarious, but all of it is
unforgettably…weird. ...more

A FIELD GUIDE TO AMERICAN HOUSES (REVISED): THE DEFINITIVE
GUIDE TO IDENTIFYING AND UNDERSTANDING AMERICA'S
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
here at last: the fully expanded, updated, and freshly designed second edition of the
most comprehensive and widely acclaimed guide to domestic architecture—in print
since its publication in 1984, and acknowledged everywhere as the unmatched,
essential reference to american houses. focusing on dwellings in urban and
suburban neighborhoods and rural locations all across the here at last: the fully
expanded, updated, and freshly designed second edition of the most comprehensive
and widely acclaimed guide to domestic architecture—in print since its publication
in 1984, and acknowledged everywhere as the unmatched, essential reference to
american houses. focusing on dwellings in urban and suburban neighborhoods and
rural locations all across the continental united states—houses built over the past
three hundred years reflecting every social and economic background—this guide
provides in-depth information on the essentials of domestic architecture with facts
and frames of reference that will enable you to look in a fresh way at the houses
around you. with more than 1,600 detailed photographs and line illustrations, and a
lucid, vastly informative text, it will teach you not only to recognize distinct
architectural styles but also to understand their historical significance. what does
that cornice signify? or that porch? the shape of that door? the window treatment?
when was this house built? what does the style say about its builders and their eras?
you'll find the answers to these and myriad other questions in this encyclopedic and
eminently practical book. here are more than fifty styles and their variants,
Readable/Downloadable
spanning seven distinct historical periods. each style is illustrated with a large
schematic drawing that highlights its most important identifying features. additional
drawings and photographs provide, at a glance, common alternative shapes,
principal subtypes, and close-up views of typical small details—windows, doors,
cornices, etc.—that can be difficult to see in full-house illustrations. the
accompanying text explains the identifying features of each style, describing where
and in what quantity they can be found, discussing all of its notable variants, and
tracing their origin and history. the book's introductory chapters provide invaluable
general discussions of construction materials and techniques, house shapes, and the
various traditions of architectural fashion that have influenced american house
design through the past three centuries. a pictorial key and glossary simplifies
identification, connecting easily recognized architectural features—the presence of
a tile roof, for example—to the styles in which that feature is likely to be found.
among the new material included in this edition are chapters on styles that
have emerged in the thirty years since the previous edition; a groundbreaking
chapter on the development and evolution of american neighborhoods; an appendix
on approaches to construction in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries; an
expanded bibliography; and 600 new photographs and line drawings throughout.
here is an indispensable resource—both easy and pleasurable to use—for
the house lover and the curious tourist, for the house buyer and the weekend
stroller, for neighborhood preservation groups, architecture buffs, and everyone
who wants to know more about their own homes and communities. it is an
invaluable book of american architecture, culture, and history. ...more
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THE CHINESE KITCHEN: RECIPES, TECHNIQUES, INGREDIENTS,
HISTORY, AND MEMORIES FROM AMERICA'S LEADING
AUTHORITY ON CHINESE COOKING
eileen yin-fei lo, author of award-winning cookbooks, menu developer for top
asian restaurants, and cooking teacher, presents her life's work. reflecting on her
life in food, including her childhood in canton, china, where she learned to cook at
her grandmother's side, eileen has created an exhaustive cookbook of extensive
scope. everything about chinese cooking has cultur eileen yin-fei lo, author of
award-winning cookbooks, menu developer for top asian restaurants, and cooking
teacher, presents her life's work. reflecting on her life in food, including her
childhood in canton, china, where she learned to cook at her grandmother's side,
eileen has created an exhaustive cookbook of extensive scope. everything about
Readable/Downloadable
chinese cooking has cultural significance, and much of what eileen talks about in
this book has never appeared in print before in the english language.there are more
than 250 recipes in all, including many classic banquet-style recipes, quite a
number presented for the first time in the traditional manner, from peking duck to
beggar's chicken. dozens of the techniques for preparing these elaborate recipes
are shown in full-color photographs in the color insert as well. eileen also includes
many of her own creations, such as infused oils and rich, flavorful stocks,
essential for cooks who are serious about mastering the ancient art of chinese
cooking. everything is here: dim sum, congees, stir-fries, rice dishes, noodles,
bean curd, meat dishes, and more. for anyone who loves asian cuisines, this is the
ultimate cookbook, and for cookbook lovers and aspiring food professionals, this
is required reading. ...more

DUEL WITH THE DEVIL: THE TRUE STORY OF HOW ALEXANDER
HAMILTON AND AARON BURR TEAMED UP TO TAKE ON
AMERICA'S FIRST SENSATIONAL MURDER MYSTERY
duel with the devil is acclaimed historian paul collins’ remarkable true account of
a stunning turn-of-the-19th century murder and the trial that ensued – a
showdown in which iconic political rivals alexander hamilton and aaron burr
joined forces to make sure justice was done. still our nation’s longest running
“cold case,” the mystery of elma sands finally comes to a clos duel with the devil
is acclaimed historian paul collins’ remarkable true account of a stunning turn-ofthe-19th century murder and the trial that ensued – a showdown in which iconic
political rivals alexander hamilton and aaron burr joined forces to make sure
justice was done. still our nation’s longest running “cold case,” the mystery of
elma sands finally comes to a close with this book, which delivers the first
substantial break in the case in over 200 years.
in the closing days of 1799,
the united states was still a young republic. waging a fierce battle for its uncertain
future were two political parties: the well-moneyed federalists, led by alexander
hamilton, and the populist republicans, led by aaron burr. the two finest lawyers in
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new york, burr and hamilton were bitter rivals both in and out of the courtroom,
and as the next election approached—with manhattan likely to be the swing
district on which the presidency would hinge—their animosity reached a
crescendo. central to their dispute was the manhattan water supply, which burr
saw not just as an opportunity to help a city devastated by epidemics but as a
chance to heal his battered finances.
but everything changed when elma
sands, a beautiful young quaker woman, was found dead in burr's newly
constructed manhattan well. the horrific crime quickly gripped the nation, and
before long accusations settled on one of elma’s suitors, handsome young
carpenter levi weeks. as the enraged city demanded a noose be draped around the
accused murderer’s neck, the only question seemed to be whether levi would
make it to trial or be lynched first.
the young man’s only hope was to hire
a legal dream team. and thus it was that new york’s most bitter political rivals and
greatest attorneys did the unthinkable—they teamed up.
at once an
absorbing legal thriller and an expertly crafted portrait of the united states in the
time of the founding fathers, duel with the devil is a masterpiece of narrative
nonfiction. ...more
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